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ABOUT
The Blue Devil's Advocate is a digital magazine highlighting Merced College employees,
students and happenings on campus. For inquiries or to contribute news stories, contact
the Office of External Relations at mcnews@mccd.edu.
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2020
CASE
Winner
The Blue
Devil's
Advocate
is
recognized
as the
2020
Bronze
Winner in
the
category
of Digital
Magazines
for CASE
District VII.

2020
CCPRO
Winner
The Blue
Devil's
Advocate
is
recognized
as the first
place
winner in
the
category
of Digital
Magazines
for 2020
CCPRO
awards.
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Chris Vitelli
"Our community depends on us to give our very
best—strive for excellence in all we do."

Foreword
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Chris Vitelli, Ed.D.
Superintendent/President
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It is often easier to identify what is wrong with something versus what is
right—it’s human nature. You finish painting a room in your house and all
you see are the imperfect lines in one small area. You go out to lunch and
get upset that you have not had a refill on your chips and salsa for more
than five minutes. You are in a national park and there are too many
people.
Admittedly, I am guilty of all the aforementioned examples. I would love to
tell you the room was painted with the perfect tint of blue, the atmosphere
of the restaurant and time with my family were all that mattered, and being
surrounded by glaciers was the perfect escape.
The year 2020 certainly has made it easy to focus on all that is wrong—any
rational person would agree. At the same, we have learned a lot about
ourselves and others as well as our institution, place of work, and how to
best serve our community. Similar to our own lives, it is incumbent on us to
Chris
Vitelli,
discover
andEd.D.
embrace the “best of” this pandemic and the lessons learned
Superintendent/President
from
this year, which it exactly why we are developing new goals and
objectives for our Educational Master Plan (EMP) and tasks/activities for our
Strategic Implementation Plan (SIP).
The past six months or so have shed light on some glaring holes in our
current plan. In the past couple of weeks, we have convened a special
task force to meet and discuss how we can best address these gaps and
embed them in the remaining years of our EMP and SIP.
First, we certainly did not anticipate a worldwide pandemic when developing
our current master plans. However, we would be remiss not to discuss and

CHRIS VITELLI

embed how we, as Merced College, can learn from the urgency, innovation,
and adoption of technology and other practices to better serve our
students and community. Another way to think about this is when this
pandemic goes away, what will we look like, what worked well, what should

"...it is incumbent on us towe adopt, how should we be prepared for the new normal?
discover and embrace theSecond, we have engaged in conversations related to diversity, equity,
inclusion, and racism more than ever in the past several months. These
“best of” this pandemic and
conversations stem from years of significant injustices and inequities within
our society. As a College and institution of higher education, we have a
the lessons learned from this
responsibility to address inequities and do our part to end systemic racism
year, which it exactly why we
—for our students, our employees, and our community.
are developing new goals and
The below draft goals will be reviewed by constituencies this month as well
as by our Board of Trustees. Additionally, the draft goals and objectives
objectives for our Educational
are posted on our website—operational activities and tasks will be added
Master Plan (EMP) and the month of November.
tasks/activities for our
Draft Goal #7: Adopting Innovative Practices
Strategic Implementation Plan
Embrace and implement innovative practices, learned as a result of the
pandemic, while increasing accessibility and preserving an authentic
(SIP)."
collegiate experience for our students, employees, and community.
Draft Goal #8: Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
Embrace diversity, equity, and inclusion as a framework to address systemic
racism and social injustices within all facets of our services and programs for
our community, colleagues, students, and academics.
Ultimately, the Board of Trustees will consider these goals and objectives at
the December 2020 board meeting. If you have questions/concerns and/or
would like to share your thoughts/feedback, then please send them via
email to krystal.pollinger@mccd.edu.
Our community depends on us to give our very best—strive for excellence
Happenings
in all we do. The “status quo” is usually the path of least resistance and, at
the very least, the easiest route. I am proud of the fact that Merced
Read Next Story
College is prepared to embrace our future and re-imagine what it looks like
to be a cutting-edge community college in the 21st century. Thank you in
advance for helping us elevate this vision and leading the charge.
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$1-million gift born of husband’s
dying wish and immigrant wife’s
appreciation for Merced College
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“They stared at me like I’m from another planet!” Susie said,

By Luciana Chavez, Special to Merced College

laughing.

$1-million gift born of husband’s dying wish and immigrant
wife’s appreciation for Merced College

Russell later admitted that’s when he decided to marry her.

MERCED—Susie Downey was retired. She was bored. She’d
received an invitation from a friend to attend an event at Merced

“He fell for it,” Susie said.
Col. Downey bought them scooters. They’d drive all over Saigon

College and she accepted.

“like two outlaws” in the afternoon and then go dancing at night.
Those were the halcyon days of their courtship in Vietnam.

This is the modest beginning to a $1-million story that cycles
through war-torn Vietnam, detours onto the College campus,

The Downeys were married in Las Vegas before moving to

and ends with Downey donating seven figures in September.

Atwater in 1970.
The $1-million gift allows Merced College to name the Learning
Resources Center after Susie and her late husband Russell

Col. Downey ran the 93rd bomber wing at Castle. He was

Downey, an Air Force veteran and former commander at Castle

promoted to commander in 1972 and retired in 1973.

Air Force Base.
They grew to love Atwater and began buying and selling local
President Chris Vitelli was pleased to accept the largesse from a

ranches. Susie did the hands-on work on their ranch as the

former student.

Downeys built a small fortune together, and the colonel learned
fascinating things about Susie.

“[Downey’s gift] comes at a time when student equity and
access is paramount,” Vitelli said. “It will significantly contribute to

“He used to say, ‘Susie is dangerous. I have to sleep with one

our mission of student success.”

eye open because she’s the one who castrates the pigs!’” Susie
said.

Susie Downey was motivated to make the gift during a
random outing.

Russell died, at age 94, in 2017.

There wasn’t much going on for the retired widow when her

“He was a good man,” she said. “I laugh a lot but he was very

lawyer, Board of Trustee member Carmen Ramirez, invited her to

serious. It was a wonderful life. We were married 53 years.”

Merced College’s State of the College address in the spring of
2019.

That brings us back to Merced College.

“I knew everyone there,” said a chuckling Downey, a longtime

Susie had learned some English in Vietnam, but needed more

member of the Merced County ranching community.

to thrive in the U.S. Russell encouraged Susie to improve her
English and that’s how she came to the College in the mid1970s.

She felt energized at the gathering and decided to get more
involved. Ramirez sent her to Associate Vice President Jill
Cunningham, Executive Director of the Merced College

She remembered how much fun she had in her English classes

Foundation. She told Cunningham that she’d learned English

when it came time to make this gift.

while taking classes at the College.
“My husband told me, ‘Susie, I know you worked hard for [this
Few things set Cunningham’s professional radar pinging like

success], but without family, it’s not enough,’” she recalled. “He

Merced College alumni stories. Soon thereafter Susie decided
she would give something to her alma mater.

said, ‘When you’re part of a community like this, you want to see
it grow. Give it to someone here.’ So I honor his wish.”

We started this story at the end. Let’s go back to the

Downey’s $1-million gift matches others from the Lakireddy

beginning.

Family [2008] and the Bizzini Family [2003] as the second
largest in Merced College history. Local farmer Raj Kahlon
committed the largest, $5 million, in 2019.

The donation was born from Russell and Susie Downey’s
wartime love story.

Susie is a Merced College success story.
Born Xuan (pronounced Suh-wahn) Dieu, Susie grew up
“The thing is, if you want to put your mind into it, you can do

swimming in the crystal clear waters of Nha Trang.

anything,” Downey said. “Here I come to the United States, and
The 21-year old stewardess then met the career airman from

I speak very little English, but I’m a success today. Think about

Indiana—Russell flew B-52 combat missions during World War II

that and follow that example.”

and the Korean and Vietnam wars—during a job interview at the
U.S. Embassy in Saigon during the Vietnam War.
After snagging a receptionist’s job, Susie and Russell became
acquainted. When Russell asked Susie to cook for him and his
colleagues, he witnessed the effervescent charmer, while
making chicken with rice, kill and butcher several chickens.
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“Here I come to the United
States, and I speak very little
English, but I’m a success
today. Think about that and
follow that example.”
Susie Downey, newest major donor to
Merced College

Spotlight
Read Next Story
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Planting the family tree
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“We recognize that it’s a great place. It feels like home.”
Joe Allison on family pipeline to Merced College
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Alecia earned her AA in 1997, a BA from Sacramento State in 1999

By Luciana Chavez, Special to the Office of External Relations

and an MA there in 2000. She said she should have gone straight to

MERCED—When you are born an Allison, they enroll you at Merced

law school then, but again waited, this time 17 years.

College while filling out your birth certificate.

Alecia just completed law school in October. Delay, scmelay. She

OK, they don’t. It might, however, save time.

knew she could do it, just like she had in Merced.

Joe Allison is not one of a few family members to matriculate at
Merced College. The Vice President of Administrative Services, and

“It’s a really loving community at Merced College,” Alecia said. “There

former Blue Devil basketball star, is one of 10.

was a lot of love and support.”

Allison’s wife Danielle, sons DeShaun and Jaylen, daughter Jordyn,

The Leaves

mother Michelle, sister Alecia, brother-in-law Shawn Mims and parents-

As for Joe and Danielle’s children, it wasn’t a given DeShaun would

in-law John and Pat Mims, are all Blue Devils.

go to Merced College after graduating high school in 2015. He had a
few false starts.

Said DeShaun, “Maybe it’s something in the DNA.”

“My family reassured me that they had no problem with me going

The Roots

there,” said DeShaun, who earned a transfer degree in May and now

Joe and Danielle Allison met at Atwater High, but forged their life

studies sociology at Stanislaus State. “I never stopped going to

partnership as Blue Devils.

classes. It just took me longer to hit my stride.”

Danielle came to Merced College for the dental assistant program. Her

Middle son Jaylen wasn’t ready to start adult life at age 18 either.

18-month commitment has turned into a 30-year, and counting,
career.

“My brother was [at the College] and I was like, ‘He’s still at home.
He’s still treated as an adult,’” Jaylen said. “I can do the same. It

Joe wasn’t ready to leave out of high school, and wanted to play

made financial and emotional sense for me.”

basketball. He spent the spring of his senior year playing pickup ball
with older Blue Devils.

Jaylen is acing his second year studying biology and chemistry at
Merced College. He wants to transfer to UC Davis to eventually study

“Knowing everyone made the transition so much smoother,” Joe said.
“That made it so much easier to concentrate on school.”

at the renowned veterinary school.
Jordyn, an aspiring actress and Atwater High junior, said she picked

Spot-on decision. Joe still holds Blue Devil records for most assists in

up her basketball skills at College for Kids camps at Merced College.

a game (14) and a season (221) playing for two of the best teams in

She wants to get a jump on college by learning sign language there

school history.

this spring.

He finished his basketball career and a BA at Grand Canyon

Asked if she would go to Merced College full time, Jordyn said

University, and then became a CPA. He cut his teeth doing business

diplomatically, “I don’t know yet.”

services work for Merced County before taking his first Merced College
position as director of fiscal services. He is celebrating 18 years here

Whether or not she lands there, she’ll always love it, remembering

this month.

days playing in her dad’s office.

“It has been a family [here],” Joe said. “I wouldn’t change it for

New Growth

anything.”

Every Allison has a different reason why Merced College is a chapter
in the family storybook.

The Trunk
Danielle’s parents Pat and John Mims paved the way to Merced

“It’s because family is here and it’s not scary,” Jordyn said.

College for her family. Pat took classes there and John graduated
from the College before going on to a 30-plus year career with PG&E.

Danielle added, “The classes, the social aspects, the theater, College
for Kids, basketball games—it provides so much.”

Michelle did the same. She had college credits and work experience,
but no degree yet when the Allisons moved to Atwater when Joe and

DeShaun thinks they gravitate there because they’ve all made great

Alecia were in high school.

friends there.

She first took a job at the College as Southeast Asian Training

Michelle says, “We don’t raise children to stay home. We raise them

Coordinator, before earning credits at the College, and then a degree

to be able to leave. A community college prepares [them for that].”

from the University of Phoenix.

It makes financial sense, says Jaylen, adding, “My parents were living

The former Merced County NAACP president has also served the

at home with their parents when they went to Merced College.”

College on a bond oversight committee and while performing in
concerts and plays.

Joe says they know they’ll do well because everyone else has.
“We feed off of that,” he said. “Whether it was my mom teaching and
attending, or me through basketball and work, or the staff, even the
grounds, it does feel like home.”
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The Branches
Joe and Danielle’s siblings also used Merced College as a
springboard.
Danielle’s brother Shawn Mims, an IT expert, started his computer
sciences career with a Merced College degree.
Joe’s sister Alecia Allison-Thomas, who hated school as a teenager,
gave the College a brief shot before joining the workforce. She was
married and raising a child seven years later when a divorce brought
her home and back to school.
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Merced College alumna grabs
hold of new position
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"I get to spend my day making the goals and priorities of
the city council a reality just by working on our
partnerships. … It’s incredibly rewarding."
—Stephanie Dietz, Interim Merced City Manager
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By Luciana Chavez, Special to the Office of External

“It wasn’t the traditional path to this position,” Dietz said.

Relations

“But that broad experience with different bureaucracies
allowed me to see how they all overlap and intertwine.”

MERCED, Calif. — Stephanie Dietz wasn’t handed the
Merced City Manager reins. No, they were suddenly flung

Growing

back, and she hustled to snatch them out of mid-air.

Four years ago, by then a married mother of two, Dietz
became Merced’s assistant city manager, facing everything

Former city manager Steve Carrigan was fired on July 20.

from broken sprinklers at the dog park to large logistical

Dietz, then assistant city manager, took over on July 21.

challenges like helping homeless residents.

“In all honesty, we’ve been assessing where we are and

Then Dietz became interim city manager four months into

moving forward,” Dietz said. “That was the job I was asked

the COVID-19 pandemic. While the world paused and

to do and I’ve grabbed onto that with both hands.”

retreated, that gave everyone some time to think. Since
then the city’s ace crew of 550 employees has rebounded,

The Merced College, Fresno State and National University

fired up to fix situations wrought by the virus.

graduate had worked 3 1/2 years as the assistant at that
point. She already had a deep feel for the priorities of city

“That was the only way to face this crisis and stay

hall, and how to attack the new job.

sustainable,” Dietz said. “We didn’t want to waste a single

Starting

opportunity because we need it all in Merced.”

Dietz will tell you she manages all manner of situations and
crises at city hall thanks to the academic training and

For example, the City has brought food banks to create

nurturing she received at Merced College.

food distribution hubs and churches to safely deliver food
and prescriptions to homebound seniors.

“I think of the women who’ve [had to choose between]
caring for family or pursuing higher education,” said Dietz,

An initiative called Ready to Open has helped small

who was a single mother when she enrolled. “Merced

businesses safely re-open, and an outreach plan called

College gave me a chance to do both successfully.”

Mask Up encourages people to wear masks.

Dietz took an English class with professor Eric Caine that

“[We had to be] accessible and responsible, and meet

changed her academic career. How? He refused to accept

each other in our moments of need,” Dietz said. “Even

mediocrity from her.

with the pandemic, we’ve found ways to shine and grow.”

Students were dropping out of class left and right, when

Thriving

Dietz got a B on her first paper. She asked the normally

You might feel oddly motivated reading Dietz’s words. It

demanding and cantankerous Caine why.

only takes a few minutes before you hear the passion, see
the strong handle on issues, and smell the skill at

“He said, ‘You’re very bright and I will not accept this level

navigating government.

of BS from you,’” she said. “He actually said the word, not
the letters.”

“I’m lucky to be able to do this work,” she said. “It brings me
joy serving the city and working to make it a better place.”

Dietz got an A in that class and two others Caine taught.
She said it was the first time in awhile that she’d completed

Dietz took over in an emergency, but does she aspire to

something difficult.

land the job full time?

“He knew there was more to me than I realized,” she said.

“Yes, it is my desire to earn the position as permanent city

“He made me the writer I am today. He gave me the skills

manager,” Dietz said. “But I serve at the pleasure of the

to organize my thoughts. He taught me how to create

Merced City Council and the community, and will continue

material that has depth but is easy to read. I didn’t realize

to do so for as long as I’m there.”

how big of an impact he had on me until years later.”
We highlight Merced College alumni doing well in this

Evolving

space. Just know that Dietz doesn’t sit on line item

Joining the workforce, Dietz unwittingly began preparing to

accomplishments. She embraces the process and the

lead a public agency, taking jobs with increasingly higher

partnerships that make it work.

stakes in social services, county government and then
higher education.

“I think it’s important to relate [Merced College] back to
work we’re doing here,” she said. “It’s critical to Merced’s

She spent over 10 years within Merced County,
implementing the first drug dependency court working for

success. Coming from the College and being a success
only reinforces the need for all of these partnerships to

the mental health department, and, with the county’s

grow and evolve. The College’s vision and values align

executive office, overseeing revenue sharing with its six

with Merced goals. I only see both places growing stronger

incorporated towns.

as we work together.”

She worked three years at UC Merced as a personnel
analyst, recruiting lecturers, teaching fellows, postdoctoral
fellows and researchers to campus.
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Team: Dean Caivano
Dean joins Merced College as a Professor of
Political Science and History
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Welcome, Dean.

What is your role at Merced College?

What is a fun fact about you?

I am incredibly fortunate and honored to teach political science

Before moving to the Central Valley, I lived in Canada while earning

and history. As this is an election year, coupled with ongoing

my doctoral degree. I was very fortunate to live in both Montréal and

critical issues ranging from wildfires to a global pandemic to

Toronto, two cities that are deeply rich in multiculturalism, the arts, the

protests demanding equality, these disciplines offer students

food scene, and, importantly, independent cafés and coffee roasters.

valuable insights to better understand, assess, and critique how

What do you like to do outside of work?

power and authority impacts nearly every aspect of our lives right

One word: coffee. I love to drink, roast, brew, and talk about all things

here in the Central Valley.

coffee related. I also enjoy watching baseball – even if my favorite

Why did you choose higher education as a career path?

team is a perennial loser – as well as to take bike rides around

Call me an idealist or perhaps even a romantic, but I deeply

Merced. If you see me peddling around your neighborhood or along

believe that education maintains a transformative power. I’ve

Main Street, don’t hesitate to say ‘hi!’

experienced the effects of education firsthand, taking me to
places around the globe, providing me with the time and space to

Do you have a community college connection/story?

research, discuss, write, and teach about politics and history. For
me, I’ve never felt that I chose a career in higher education;

I’m a bit of a late bloomer to higher education. After earning my high

instead, I believe that I’m exercising a vocation – a fervent belief

school diploma at the age of 23, I was working three jobs

that when people come together in an environment that is

simultaneously just to make-ends-meet. It was then that a somewhat

underscored by mutual respect, yet also one that is intellectually

wild and lofty goal starting to percolate. The goal was simple: to

challenging and stimulating, that amazing things can happen.

receive a university degree. The path ahead, however, was daunting.
To accomplish this task, I began my educational pursuits not in the

What part of the job do you enjoy the most?

contours of grand cathedrals of learning, but instead at my local,

Learning from students. Often students assume that education is

community college back in southwestern Pennsylvania. Once

a one-way street. Instructors convey relevant course material to

enrolled, I was enthralled, captivated, and intrigued by my

the class and then students are tested on the presented content.

foundational courses, which prompted me to take a risk. That

But, really, education is a community endeavor – it’s an intimate

challenge was to enroll in an advanced political science course titled,

exchange of ideas, perspectives, and dreams. Each of us

Modern Political Thought. It was in this class, held in a classroom

maintain a wholly unique and important view of the world. And

adjacent to the remnants of a once prosperous and flourishing steel

that special lens also extends into the classroom, particularly in

mill, that my life was forever changed. I can confidently say that if not

regard to how we analyze questions surrounding who holds power

for my studies at the Community College of Allegheny County, that I

and who is granted the authority to act. Almost daily I learn from

would not be afforded with the incredible responsibility of being an

my students about their own lived-in experiences and importantly

educator today.

how their backgrounds – complex, interrelated, and strikingly
personal – lead to seeing the world in a different light. In this way,
students invite not only their classmates, but also me, into their
visions of the world, prompting us to reconsider our position and
relation to another.
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